Metropolis of Pittsburgh GOYA Tournament hosted by Holy Trinity, Pittsburgh
Saturday/Sunday, February 15th & 16th 2020
BOYS SENIOR DIVISION

Round Robin Tie-breaker (in case of 3-way tie)
1st tie-breaker will be point differential. Maximum point differential allowed per game is +12
2nd tie-breaker will be head-to-head

Gyms - Saturday
(Sts Constantine & Helen, Cleveland)
(Annunciation, Lancaster)
(Annunciation, Akron)

Gyms - Sunday
(Carson Middle School -- 300 Hillvue Lane, Pittsburgh, PA 15237)
(North Allegheny Intermediate H.S. (Upper and Lower Gyms) -- 350 Cumberland Rd, Pittsburgh, PA 15237)
### Round Robin Tie-breaker (In case of 3-way tie)
1st tie-breaker will be point differential. Maximum point differential allowed per game is +12
2nd tie-breaker will be head-to-head

### Gymms - Saturday

- **(Vincentian)** Vincentian Academy -- 8100 McKnight Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
- **(Ross)** Ross Elementary School -- 90 Houston Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
- **(Alpha School)** Providence Heights Alpha School* (on LaRoche University Campus) -- 9000 Babcock Blvd, Allison Park, PA 15101
- **(LaRoche #1 or #2)** LaRoche University - Kerr Athletic Center* -- 9000 Babcock Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

### Gymms - Sunday

- Carson Middle School -- 300 Hillvue Lane, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
- North Allegheny Intermediate H.S. (Upper and Lower Gyms) -- 350 Cumberland Rd, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Metropolis of Pittsburgh GOYA Tournament hosted by Holy Trinity, Pittsburgh
Saturday/Sunday, February, 15th & 16th 2020
GIRLS SENIOR DIVISION

Round Robin Tie-breaker (In case of 3-way tie)
1st tie-breaker will be point differential. Maximum point differential allowed per game is +12
2nd tie-breaker will be head-to-head

Gyms - Saturday
(Vincentian) Vincentian Academy -- 8100 McKnight Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
(Ross) Ross Elementary School -- 90 Houston Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
(Alpha School) Providence Heights Alpha School* (on LaRoche University Campus) -- 9000 Babcock Blvd, Allison Park, PA 15101
(LaRoche #1 or #2) LaRoche University - Kerr Athletic Center* -- 9000 Babcock Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Gyms - Sunday
Carson Middle School -- 300 Hillvue Lane, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
North Allegheny Intermediate H.S. (Upper and Lower Gyms) -- 350 Cumberland Rd, Pittsburgh, PA 15237